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Most people are over concerned with
the HOW of the business; they think
that unless they know exactly how they
are going to create an income, then
they can’t do it.
I say that as important as it is to know
the “How to” part, success is 90% from
knowing your WHY (your reasons) and
only about 10% from the HOW.

When the WHY is strong enough, the
HOW will take care of itself.
So now is your time to clearly identify YOUR REASONS for being
involved (and the HOW part of this will also be fully addressed, but let’s
not put the cart before the horse like most people do).
The one single thing that will make the most difference in your velocity of
success is CLARITY as to your REASONS for being in this enterprise,
which in turn generates your passion/energy.
It’s only when you clearly identify your purpose and set specific goals that
you can fully unleash your God given potential (and perhaps undeveloped
talents) that can empower you to turn your dreams into reality. As soon as
you know your “why,” the “how” (to do it) will practically take care of itself.
Without a clear “why,” a person cannot be passionate about something—
instead they will be passive.
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When you are passive, something
terrible happens: NOTHING!
It is still true that “without a vision, the people perish.” This is because
without a vision, you WILL be passive. And of course, passive people
never find any treasure. Only passionate people find it. I request that you
invest twenty minutes into clarifying your purpose and reasons RIGHT
NOW—it will be like getting an insurance policy to insure your success.
Most people spend more time planning a one-week vacation than they do
planning their life. Most people will not value the future enough to take the
time to seriously answer the following questions. They will skip over it and
intend to do it later.
DO NOT be like most people—if you do, you will get what most people
get, which is not much.

So, be different.
Do yourself a favor and
Do this NOW so as to empower
yourself with your reasons.
1. Here’s how my life would be different once I am earning $500 to
$1000/mo.:
2. Here’s how my life would be different once I am earning $3000$5000/mo.:
3. OPTIONAL: Here’s how my life would be different once I am earning
$100,000/year:
4. The 5 most important reasons I am willing to invest my time into this
are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
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5. My most passionate reason for playing this game (helping people,
doing the business) is:
6. What would it COST me if I do NOT do this? What is at stake for me?
A.
B.
C.
7. The only thing that could cause me to give up and quit is: __________
8. If I absolutely knew that I would eventually be making $10,000 or more
per month in Residual Income, and that it was impossible to fail, the
length of time I would be willing to continue doing this to reach that point
is ___ years (minimum 4 years).
9. I commit to invest (work) ___ hours/day (every day), talk to ___ people
per day and work_____hours per week in my business. In order to do
this, I realize that until I achieve my goals, I need to give up or reduce the
equivalent amount of time in these activities:
A.
B.
C.

On average, American adults spend 4
hours a day, 28 hours a week,
watching TV
10. My goals are (create your TEN year goal FIRST and then work your
way down!):
A. Ten year goal:
B. Five year goal:
C. One year goal:
D. Ninety day goal:
E. Thirty day goal: (e.g. income, enrollment)
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F. One week goal:
G. Daily activity goal:

11. By this date, I will be doing business full time: ___________ (your
best guess—can adjust later)
12. The reasons I believe that I can and will be successful are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
(Now rate them in order of importance to you)
13. On a scale from 1 to 10 (10 being the highest), I would rank the
strength of my confidence in being successful in my business as: ____
and my level of commitment as ____.
14. The person to whom I would most like to prove (in addition to myself)
that I can be successful at this is: ___________________________
I COMMIT to doing WHATEVER IT TAKES to meet my goals.
Signature ____________________________ Date __________

“When there is no optimism in the
future, there is no power in the
present.” Ray Gebauer
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“Many persons have a wrong idea of
what constitutes true happiness. It is
not attained through self-gratification
but through fidelity to a worthy
purpose.” Helen Keller (1880-1968)

Important Questions to ask myself:
1. Did I invest the time to seriously answer all 14 questions?
2. On a scale from 0 to 10, the number that best represents how clear I
am regarding my top 5 reasons for doing this is ____.
3. On the same scale, the number that best represents how clear I am
regarding WHAT IS AT STAKE for me, is ____.
4. What can I do starting today to amplify my feelings and passion about
this (vs. just understanding it)?
__________________________________________________________
Sign up and discover the value that our 27% Success Membership offers
everyone in any business and walk in life. Make sure to add Ray Gebauer
as your Promo Code!
—————————————————————

Happy Heart Ray
Master Coach and Trainer
Inspiring & Guiding You to Greatness
(714) 488-9074
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